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Mercer International Inc.
Mercer is one of the world's largest
producers of market pulp and a
growing leader in the solid wood
product space. Our large-scale,
modern mills produce not only NBSK
and NBHK pulp, but also biomassbased green energy and biomaterials.
Approximately 2,210 team members
- Seven (7) production sites
- 2.2 million ADMT pulp
- 1.9 million ADMT NBSK
- 0.3 million ADMT NBHK
- 550 million board feet lumber
- 414 MW electricity and bio-energy
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Mercer International
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MPR’s Mission
Our Mission is to maximize values to our
stakeholders by being responsive to market
needs as the preferred provider of bio
products from renewable sources produced
sustainably in a safe, efficient environment.
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Biomass-Based By-Products
Mercer is one of the largest producers of NBSK market pulp in the world and has become a leader
among forest products companies in embracing the bio-economy - we seek to leave no forest resource
wasted. Our large-scale, modern mills produce not only NBSK pulp, but also other environmentallyfriendly biomass-based by-products. We utilize all parts of the wood biomass that we process to create
pulp (from the cellulose), as well as green energy and green chemicals (from the hemicellulose, lignin
and extractives). As well, we are working to advance other bio-materials, like cellulose filaments.
We produce a diverse range of lumber products to service needs of our customers around the world
and pursue the same zero-waste objective as our pulp operations. With a modern bio-mass fueled
cogeneration plant, Friesau is also a net-exporter of green energy.
-Softwood and Hardwood Pulp
-Bio Chemicals
-Energy
-Bio Materials
-Lumber Products
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MPR’s Values
Above all we value:
• Health and Safety
• Trust, Integrity and Transparency
• Boldness
• Pursuit of Excellence
• Accountability
• Sustainability
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Mercer Peace River
285 Permanent
20 Temporary
78% Local / 92% Alberta
Partnership Agreements:
Bison Contracting
20 Bison / 12 Flint (Energy)
Peace River Logging Ltd.
A joint-venture of Nesokmahtan Enterprises Inc. (Metis
Zone 6) and Cobra Contracting to provide labour
maintenance at MPR commenced in 1990.
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Mercer Peace River
Direct management tenure –two (2) forest
management areas (FMA’s)
• 2.67 million hectares and 943,00m3 Annual
Allowable Cut (AAC)
Vancouver

Mill Annual Requirements:
- 1.6 million m3 deciduous +
- 800,000 m3 conifer +
- 275,000 tonnes biomass (energy)

Mill Site

Alberta
Jasper
Edmonton
Banff

Timber purchases + non-management tenures
are significant contributing factors. We generally
purchase 10% (100,000 m3) of our deciduous
fibre requirements from private volume.

Calgary
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Forest Management Agreements
MPR’s goal is to manage the forests that Alberta has put in our care responsibly and effectively to ensure that
all of the values currently contained within them are there for future generations by using Sustainable Forest
Management (SFM) practices.
Six principles for SFM were developed by the Canadian Council of Forest Ministers and adopted by the
Government of Alberta and guide how MPR manages the forest:

Maintenance of Biological
Diversity

Soil and Water
Conservation

Providing Multiple
Benefits to Society

Maintenance of Ecosystem
Productivity

Consideration of
Global Ecological
Cycles

Involvement of
Indigenous Communities
and the Public in
Sustainable Development
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Ecosystem-based Forest Management
•
•

MPR championed the introduction of Ecosystem-based Forest Management in NW Alberta
(circa 1999) which is a world-leading adaptive, 3rd-party verified, standards-of-forest
practice.
Our ecosystem-based forest management practices exemplify MPR’s extensive history of
investment in research & collaboration, and reflects MPR’s diverse partnerships in
innovation.
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Indigenous Consultation
Building Relationships to the Future
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dene Tha First Nation
Doig River First Nation
Duncan’s First Nation
Driftpile First Nation
East Prairie Metis Settlement
Gift Lake Metis Settlement
Horse Lake First Nation
Little Red River Cree Nation
Loon River First Nation
Lubicon Lake Band
Paddle Prairie Metis Settlement

•
•
•
•
•
•

Peavine Metis Settlement
Peerless Trout
Sucker Creek First Nation
Tallcree First Nation
Woodland Cree First Nation
Whitefish Lake First Nation
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Planning & Forest Operations
Harvest design, road planning, regulatory approvals, historical resources assessments,
public/First Nation & Metis engagement, private-timber purchases.
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Reforestation
Silviculture monitoring / surveys, restoration & reclamation, research & plantingstock trials.
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Unique Field-Processing System

Log Haul to Chipping
Log Haul to Chipping

Summer to Winter Harvest
Summer to Winter Harvest

Transitioned 2002 – 2003 from traditional log handling to current offsite
contracted portable chipping/debarking operations
12-month cycle:
-9 months tree-length full-tree chipping at the forest site
• Private land harvest operations (July 15 – September 30)
• Harvest in MPR summer accessible tenures (August – October 31)
• Winter Harvest Operations (November 1 – March 15)
-3 month whole-log chipping at a central log storage site during peak bird
nesting season
(April 15 – July 15)
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Teams Matter
We operate on the basis of a team approach and
encourage interchangeable job responsibilities.
This ensures team members have a broad set of skills
and that they are able to pursue several career tracks
within the company.
As well, all team members are encouraged to hone their
skills through a variety of training and professional
development opportunities, including specialized courses
developed with local and provincial educational
institutions and various e-learning options.

Awards and
In February 2020, we were named one of Alberta’s Top
Recognition
75 Employers. Recognized for our commitment to our
future generation through youth employment and our
dedication to the future of our team member with our
retirement programs.

Safety. Always.

Safety is paramount. To ensure the safety of its team
members and its contractors, MPR’s commitment to
safety extends beyond its own operations to include the
industry as a whole.
MPR has played an active role in educating students and
young workers about the importance of on the job
safety.

It’s another efficient process.
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Questions?

Exceptional People Creating Bio products for a more
sustainable World.
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